Enhanced acute tolerance predicts alcohol abuse. We describe work on the role of the calcium-and voltagegated BK channel in alcohol tolerance, highlighting the lipid environment, BK protein isoform selection and auxiliary BK channel proteins. We show how ethanol, which had the reputation of a nonspecific membrane perturbant, is now being examined at realistic concentrations with cutting-edge techniques, providing novel molecular targets for therapeutic approaches to alcoholism. Addictive disorders impact our emotional, physical and financial status, and burden our healthcare system. Although alcohol is the focus of this review, it is highly probable, given the common neural and biochemical pathways used by drugs of abuse, that the findings described here will also apply to other drugs.
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Behavioral tolerance
Behavioral tolerance is a common occurrence following exposure to drugs of abuse, characterized by reduced drug effect on a behavioral parameter, either via altered metabolism of the drug or via altered functionality, where the effects of the drug decrease in spite of unaltered concentration. Consequently, the user will escalate drug intake, to maintain the desired effect, with devastating results. There are multiple classes of tolerance, defined by the timeframe and pattern (e.g. constant versus intermittent) of exposure. Perhaps surprisingly for many readers, acute and rapid functional tolerance can occur within minutes of the first drink (this is addressed below) [1] . Importantly, the presence of enhanced acute behavioral tolerance to alcohol in humans can serve as a marker for the likelihood of the future development of alcoholism [2] . Thus, the teenager who can ''drink his friends under the table'' could be at greater risk for alcoholism than his buddies. Chronic tolerance is the decrease in sensitivity that develops as a result of repeated exposures to a drug and is measured in days or weeks rather than minutes [1] . Much remains to be established regarding the functional relationship between different classes of tolerance. What is clear is that to fully understand actions of alcohol on behavior, it will be necessary to identify the adaptations to alcohol within individual molecules. Establishing direct causality between effects of alcohol at the molecular/cellular and behavioral levels has proven elusive. Part of this difficulty stems from the fact that most behavioral tolerance studies have relied on relatively long-term alcohol exposure, whereas most ex vivo physiological preparations exhibit much shorter viability. One recent study benefited from the fact that behavioral tolerance to alcohol was readily observed a few minutes after drug injection, making it suitable for comparison with molecular/cellular data obtained in the same timeframe [3] . Remarkably, only a few minutes separated the onset of behavioral tolerance (e.g. ability to maintain balance) and alcohol effects on BK channels and action potential patterns in striatal neurons [3] .
In contrast to drugs that have a complex molecular structure and a limited number of direct sites of action, the ethanol molecule is remarkably simple, and potential molecular targets are many and varied. This poses a special problem for understanding actions of ethanol. Effective concentrations of ethanol (and blood levels for legal intoxication) are measured in millimolar concentrations rather than nanomolar levels which are effective for other drugs of abuse. Neuronal synapses, and especially ligand-gated receptors rather than voltage-gated channels, were the major focus of alcohol research for many years [4, 5] . However, even within the synapse, voltage-gated channels play a significant role, both in release on the presynaptic side and in reception on the postsynaptic side. Although they come in many different flavors, voltage-gated channels can roughly be divided on the basis of their main charge carrier (i.e. sodium, calcium, potassium and chloride). Many of these channels were found to be remarkably resistant to alcohol action, even at very high concentrations [6, 7] . In contrast, the BK calcium-and voltage-activated potassium channel was found to be very responsive to alcohol, generally (but not exclusively [8] ), exhibiting potentiated channel activity, resulting from reduced time spent in the closed state. The increased probability of the BK channel adopting an open conformation is observed in brain [9, 10] , in reconstituted lipid bilayers [11] and in oocytes and HEK 293 cells transfected with mouse, rat and human channels. Potentiation, as well as BK inhibition in arterial smooth muscle [12] , is elicited by alcohol concentrations as low as 10 mM (legal intoxication is 20 mM).
The BK channel has emerged as an important model to study alcohol because it: (i) is abundantly expressed in the brain [13, 14] 
